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Libraries Out Loud: New Narratives of Enduring Values
LEARNING COMMONS

BIBLIOGRAPHIC INSTRUCTION

INFORMATION LITERACY

RESEARCH WORKSHOPS
library n. A collection of books, pamphlets, magazines, and reference books kept for reading, reference, or borrowing; a commercial establishment, usually in connection with a city or school, which rents books. librarian n.
Research is its own learning narrative.
LEAP: Essential Learning Outcomes

- Knowledge of Human Cultures & the Physical/Natural World
- Intellectual & Practical Skills
- Personal & Social Responsibility
- Integrative & Applied Learning
Degree Qualifications Profile

- Specialized Knowledge
- Broad, Integrative Knowledge
- Intellectual Skills
- Applied Learning
- Civic Learning
- Institutional-specific areas
Learning Goals for Undergraduates

Competency & Knowledge in Multiple Fields
Pluralism & Cultural Legacies
Social Responsibility and Sustainability
Critical Thinking
Collaboration
Communication
Self-Awareness & Life-Long Learning
How can we start connecting library learning narratives with campus learning outcomes?
Can we do more?
Reference Interactions as Learning Goals Encounters

OSU Learning Goals

- Competency & Knowledge in Multiple Fields
- Pluralism & Cultural Legacies
- Social Responsibility and Sustainability
- Critical Thinking
- Collaboration
- Communication
- Self-Awareness & Life-Long Learning
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Databases & Digital Collections
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Student Worker Learning Outcomes
The library as learning opportunity...